INTRODUCTION

Regional odontodysplasia (RO) is a very uncommon developmental anomaly which affects unilaterally contiguous teeth in both primary and permanent dentition causing severe dental, growing and craniofacial development anomalies.1,2 The etiology of this dental anomaly is unknown, although several factors, such as local trauma or infection, teratogenic drugs, local circulatory disorders, Rh incompatibility, irradiation, neural damage, hyperpyrexia, metabolic and nutritional disorders and vitamin deficiency have been discussed.1 It seems to be non-inherited condition as no cases of affected family members have been described.3 It has been suggested that RO is slightly more frequent in females and its incidence does not tend to be higher in any particular ethnic group.2,3

The criteria for RO diagnosis is based on clinical, radiographic, and sometimes supplemented by histologic findings.4 Clinically, RO can affect the primary and permanent dentition in either the maxilla, the mandible or both.1,5 Although the condition usually only affects one quadrant, cases with bilateral or multiquadrant involvement have been also reported.5 The number of affected teeth is variable and they are usually in a continuous series. The most commonly affected teeth are the central and lateral incisors, and canines.6
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The treatment is still controversial, most dentists elect to extract the teeth involved immediately and later rehabilitate the patient with a temporary removable partial acrylic dental prosthesis until they reach the ideal age for dental implants. Although, an important question to be considered is the management in mixed dentition due to pre-pubertal period. The aim of the treatment should include improving function and esthetics, reducing the psychological impact of absent successor permanent teeth and facilitating normal jaw growth. Thus, the present report describes an unexpected radiographic finding of rare tooth developmental anomaly and conservative management of primary teeth with in a child in mixed dentition.

CASE REPORT

A 5-year-old healthy girl was referred to the Pediatric Dentistry Clinic with a complaint of pain due to a failure in pulp therapy procedure in the primary maxillary left lateral incisor. According to her mother, she had suffered a trauma when she was 2 years old. Intraoral examination revealed a primary dentition period. The periapical radiograph exam (Fig. 1) showed abnormal large pulp chambers and a thin enamel and dentin of the primary maxillary left central and lateral incisors and left canine and abnormal germs of the permanent maxillary left central and lateral incisors and canine, with ‘ghost-like’ appearance suggesting RO. The treatment plan was the extraction of the primary maxillary left lateral incisor under local anesthesia.

After the diagnostic of the unexpected radiographic finding, other radiographic images were done in order to evaluate the others primary teeth and permanent dental buds. A panoramic radiograph (Fig. 2A) and a new periapical (Fig. 2B) radiography confirmed the abnormalities of the primary teeth and also revealed the formation of anomalous germs of the permanent maxillary left central and lateral incisors and canine, with ‘ghost-like’ appearance suggesting RO. The treatment plan was the extraction of the primary maxillary left lateral incisor under local anesthesia.

The child was followed-up for 5 years. At 10 years old, a new panoramic radiograph (Fig. 3A) and periapical (Fig. 3B) radiography were done revealing a slight development of permanent buds. The permanent maxillary right central and lateral incisors erupted, she complained about her appearance (Fig. 4A, B). Her mother reported that she presented difficulties in relationship due to the absence of the permanent left central incisor.
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Figure 4: A- Frontal view of the patient at 10 years old before aesthetic rehabilitation. It is possible to see the permanent lateral incisor pressing the gingival tissue (arrow). B- Frontal view of the patient after aesthetic rehabilitation.

Rehabilitation with a provisory partial resinous fixed prosthesis was made (Fig. 5A, B) on primary left central incisor and canine to improve esthetics, function, and phonation until implant surgery. Since the primary teeth presented reduced measurements and expulsive shape, it was not necessary to use rotary cutting instruments, it was opted for conservative procedures. A complete arch (maxillary and mandibular) impression was made with condensation silicone material (Cotêne, Vigodent, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil) and a master cast was obtained. A retentive metallic substructure was then manufactured. At the initial insertion trial, complete seating of the dental prosthesis, marginal adaptation of each retainer, tissue contact and form of the pontic, and occlusion were assessed. Subsequently, premature contacts of the primary central incisor and canine were eliminated and the shade of the lateral pontic was determined and recorded.

Figure 5: A- Frontal view of the patient at age 10 years after rehabilitation. B-. Patient frontal view, after rehabilitation. The color selection was carried out under natural light on a sunny day and with wet teeth. After color determination it was performed the laboratorial phase that consisted on application of the laboratorial microhybrid resinous system (Sinfony™, 3M ESPE, CA, USA). The fixed prosthesis and the teeth were submitted to conditioning procedures, adhesive and dual-polymerizing resin cement (Relyx™, 3M ESPE, CA, USA) was used.

Oral hygiene instructions and dietary advice were given. A tomographic image (cone bean) was also performed (Figure 6) for evaluation bone condition and prosthetic procedure. Her mother was informed of the need for an extensive follow-up. The girl has been followed up periodically (each 3 months) to observe if the “affected teeth” will erupt and to monitor the growth and development of the maxillary arch.

Figure 6: Tomographic image, cone bean, for evaluation of bone and prosthetic conditions.

DISCUSSION

The etiology of RO is still unknown although some possible causes have been suggested.²,³ No hereditary pattern has been demonstrated; although the etiology is unclear, the dysplasia appears to be a local developmental abnormality that originates in pre-natal life. In the present case, the diagnostic of RO was a radiographic finding, since the main complaint was pain. The local etiologic factors could not be identified and no systemic involvement was seen. Although the child reported a local trauma when she was 2 years old, the primary incisors had already developed anomalously and the periapical infection due to failed pulpectomy was restricted to the primary maxillary left central incisor. For these reasons it was believed that in the present case local trauma and infection were not responsible for the malformation of the teeth. Packota et al¹ reported that the disorder most likely occurs in the utero, at birth or in early infancy. Jones and Ford⁹ proposed that these types of mesoectodermal dysplasias might result from the mutation of a progenitor cell early in embryogenesis. Although in the current case no other disturbances were seen in the mesoectodermal tissue.

Delayed eruption or the non eruption of permanent teeth is a common finding in RO. A prevalence of 75% of the cases exhibit a decreased size of the maxillary sinus and alveolar bone on the affected side.¹⁰ The primary teeth present altered root structure with short roots and irregular root resorption. In the present case, the maxillary bone of the affected side was thinner than the other side. Also shorter roots of the primary anomalous teeth were observed.

Treatment of RO has given rise to controversy and there is no general agreement on the best treatment for these patients.⁴,¹¹ Dentists should consider such factors as the patient’s age, medical history, degree of involvement, the presence or absence of pathogenesis and the attitude and expectations of the child and parents.¹⁴,¹⁵ If a decision is made to retain the anomalous teeth, regular reviews are mandatory and an ideal dental treatment plan should be made for the patient. In the present case, the treatment adopted consisted of a partial resinous fixed prosthesis without extraction of the ghost teeth in order to reestablish aesthetics and functions without surgical procedures.¹² The management adopted here is a temporary treatment, since this patient will be submitted to an implant treatment in the future. The choice of the treatment was based on the esthetic complaint of the
adolescent patient. This work describes a new approach to improve the esthetics of a patient in mixed dentition. Despite RO, the patient presented a harmonious development of teeth and superior and inferior arch relationship that was favorable for the choice of a fixed dental prosthesis. The treatment plan considered the dynamics of mixed dentition, the constant exfoliation and eruption characteristic of this dentition stage, allowing the development of the arches.\textsuperscript{2,4,11} The management was considered conservative since we preserved both affected primary and permanent successors. The main aim of the treatment was to perform rehabilitation during mixed dentition, recover aesthetics and provide space maintenance and satisfactory condition for future implant rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{11} Early recognition of the condition will reassure concerned parents and can provide the primary care needed.\textsuperscript{11} Diagnostic confirmation should be based on clinical and radiographic findings to rule out similar unilateral hyperplasia.\textsuperscript{12-15} In these cases, the treatment of choice should be personalised. In addition, parents should be made aware of the need for an extensive follow-up.\textsuperscript{3} The present paper presented a case of conservative management of RO in a child in mixed dentition. The treatment of choice allows the reestablishment of aesthetic and function during mixed dentition without influencing the development of the arches and recovering self-esteem and social reintegration.
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